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We investigate the phase diagram of QCD-like gauge theories at strong coupling at finite magnetic
field B, temperature T and baryon chemical potential µ using the improved holographic QCD model
including the full backreaction of the quarks in the plasma. In addition to the phase diagram we
study the behavior of the quark condensate as a function of T , B and µ and discuss the fate of
(inverse) magnetic catalysis at finite µ. In particular we observe that inverse magnetic catalysis
exists only for small values of the baryon chemical potential. The speed of sound in this holographic
quark-gluon plasma exhibits interesting dependence on the thermodynamic parameters.
INTRODUCTION
Despite being the established theory of one of the
four fundamentals forces in Nature, the strong force,
the phase diagram of quantum chromodynamics is still
largely unknown. The elusiveness of the strong force is
the quarks and gluons becoming strongly coupled in the
IR where most interesting dynamical phenomena, such as
confinement and chiral symmetry breaking take place. In
the presence of external magnetic fields, phenomena such
as the magnetic catalysis [1–3] and the recently discov-
ered inverse magnetic catalysis [4–7] join this list. Inter-
play of these phenomena produces a rich phase diagram
for QCD at finite temperature T , baryon chemical po-
tential µ, and magnetic field B (see the review [8]). Un-
derstanding every corner of this phase diagram is crucial
for multiple reasons that range from high energy physics,
to astrophysics and cosmology. Indeed, the quark-gluon
plasma produced in the heavy ion collision experiments
and present at the core of neutron stars, magnetars, and
in the early universe is believed to be strongly coupled
and involve large magnetic fields [9–15].
Lattice QCD, which, in fact can be viewed as a defini-
tion of QCD, and works also when the coupling is strong,
has been an extremely fruitful method in the study of the
phase diagram at finite temperature and magnetic field
[16]. However this method is not fully functional [17]
in the presence of baryon chemical potential due to the
notorious sign problem [18]. This has prompted an in-
vestigation of QCD phase diagram at finite chemical po-
tential using alternative non-perturbative methods, such
as effective field theories [15] and the holographic corre-
spondence [19].
In this Letter we take the first step to explore the phase
diagram at strong coupling using a full-fledged backre-
acted holographic model for QCD when the aforemen-
tioned thermodynamic parameters T , µ and B are all fi-
nite. Namely, there is abundant literature on holographic
methods employed in similar studies, see for example [20]
for the most recent entry in this list and the references
therein. Yet, most of this literature focuses on the limit
of a large number of colors (Nc) and small number of fla-
vors (Nf ) where the effects of magnetic field on the sys-
tem are suppressed due to the large imbalance between
neutral particles, the gluons, and charged particles, the
quarks. To side-step this problem a realistic holographic
effective theory where the fully backreacted contribution
from the quark sector has been taken into account in the
Veneziano limit [21]
Nc →∞, Nf →∞, x ≡ Nf/Nc = const. (1)
has been developed in [22]. Subsequently, a uniform ex-
ternal magnetic field in this model was introduced in [23].
What distinguishes our work from most of the other holo-
graphic approaches to QCD phase diagram lies here, that
we consider the full contribution from the quarks.
In the current paper, in addition to finite T and B, we
extend the aforementioned model with finite chemical po-
tential — desired because this extension is currently very
challenging to study by lattice techniques. The basic fea-
tures of the model are reviewed in the next section. We
then explore different corners of the resulting phase dia-
gram in the following section. We uncover a rich struc-
ture with a first order confinement-deconfinement phase
transition and a (typically) second order chiral phase
transition, see figure 1. We also observe that the sound
speed in the plasmas in different phases exhibits a com-
plicated dependence on T , µ and B.
A central focus in our exploration is the inverse mag-
netic catalysis [16], which is the weakening of the quark
condensate, and consequently a decrease in the chiral
transition temperature Tχ, with increasing B. We stress
that, as it has been demonstrated on the lattice [24],
backreaction is essential in order to capture the dynam-
ics of the inverse catalysis. This observation is also sup-
ported by the earlier holographic studies [25–29]. A par-
ticularly pressing question is the fate of this phenomenon
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Figure 1. The phase diagram on the (µ, T )-plane at different values of the magnetic field.
at finite µ. We find that it is present in our model,
also at finite µ, albeit in a small range close to zero,
as can be seen from figure 3. As observed in [29] and
very recently discussed in detail in the case of the Sakai-
Sugimoto model [30] in [20], magnetization can be used
to distinguish the magnetic and inverse magnetic cataly-
sis. We also present our findings regarding the behavior
of the quark condensate and magnetization in this sec-
tion. Finally, in the last section we summarize our results
and provide an outlook.
HOLOGRAPHIC QCD MODEL
We model the system of strongly coupled quarks and
gluons in the large Nc limit by a so-called “bottom-up”
model of holographic QCD — a five dimensional gravi-
tational system tuned by hand to reproduce the salient
features of QCD in the IR [31–33]. This model, which
originally only described the glue sector of QCD, was ex-
tended to include the quark sector [34, 35] in [22, 36] with
number of flavors are also taken to be large in correlation
with the number of colors as in (1). Thus, the 5D gravi-
tational action contains two parts, corresponding to the
two sectors, glue and flavor:
S = Sg[gµν , φ] + xSf [gµν , φ, τ, L
a
µ, R
a
µ, Vµ] ,
where x is the flavor to color ratio defined in (1), which
we fix as x = 1 in this work. The gravitational action
contains one 5D bulk field corresponding to the most
important marginal or relevant operators of QCD up
to spin-two. These are the metric for the stress ten-
sor, the dilaton for the scalar glueball operator trG2,
a complex scalar τ for the quark condensate 〈q¯q〉 and
non-Abelian gauge fields Laµ, R
a
µ and Vµ for the left
and right chiral currents conserved under the symmetry
SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R and the baryon number U(1)B .
We introduce [37] the baryon chemical potential µ and a
uniform magnetic field B in the x3 direction through the
bulk gauge field dual to this baryon number:
Vµ = (Φ(z),−x2B/2, x1B/2, 0, 0),
where z is the holographic direction, and the boundary
value of the scalar potential gives the baryon chemical
potential µ = Φ(0), [29, 38]. The actions Sg and Sf
above are taken precisely the same as in [29, 38, 39] with
the potential parameter c defined in [29] fixed as c = 0.4
so that the phase diagram at µ = 0 qualitatively agrees
with lattice results. These actions are complicated and
not illuminating, thus, we refer the interested reader to
[29, 38] for details. It is worth mentioning that the model
contains an energy scale Λ, that corresponds to the dy-
namically generated energy scale of QCD, which appears
as an integration constant in the equations of motion.
Here we use this integration constant to define the dimen-
sionless combinations T/Λ, µ/Λ and B/Λ2. The physical
value of Λ is very close to 1 GeV.
PHASE DIAGRAM AND SOUND SPEED
Thermodynamic properties of our holographic model
follows from the holographic action evaluated on a given
background solution. According to the AdS/CFT dic-
tionary this corresponds to evaluating the free energy
of the system in a given state. It is straightforward to
check that the gravitational solutions satisfy the first law
of thermodynamics dF = −sdT −ndµ−MdB where s, n
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Figure 2. The speed of sound squared c2s as a function of temperature for different values of the magnetic field and the chemical
potential. Numerical noise from these curves has been eliminated by using a high-momentum cutoff in Fourier space.
and M are the entropy, baryon charge density and mag-
netization. In practice we calculate the free energy by
first evaluating, s, n and M — which is easier for a dual
black-hole solution — and then using the first law to inte-
grate. An interesting phase diagram (at zero quark mass)
results from competition between the following phases, as
shown in figure 1:
i) a horizonless geometry with a non-trivial profile for τ ,
called the “thermal gas” that corresponds to the chirally
broken confined hadron gas, shown as green,
ii) a black-hole solution with a non-trivial profile for
τ , that corresponds to a deconfined quark-gluon plasma
where the chiral symmetry is broken, shown as blue,
iii) a black-hole solution with trivial τ , that corresponds
to a deconfined quark-gluon plasma with restored chiral
symmetry, shown as pink.
First, we notice that phase ii) which appears only in
limited region of the phase diagram in the case µ = 0
of [29], extends into a sizeable part of the phase space at
µ > 0. Second, we note that the deconfinement transition
(between green and blue regions in the figure) is affected
little by B for smaller values of T . Essentially the effect
of B on the deconfinement transition is only significant
when it merges with the chiral symmetry restoration for
B >∼ Λ2. We also observe that chiral symmetry restora-
tion, becomes first order between 0 < µ/Λ <∼ 0.1 as B
grows. The first order line develops a second order end-
point and the second order transition branches off of the
first order line (see inset in figure 1).
Another thermodynamic observable that is very sensi-
tive to the phase structure is the speed of sound, cs in
the strongly interacting plasma. We study the speed of
sound in the direction of the magnetic field, which can be
computed by evaluating the derivative −dF/d keeping
n/s and B fixed. One obtains,
c2s =
sdT + ndµ
T ds+ µdn+B dM
∣∣∣∣
n/s,B
.
The result is shown in figure 2 as a function of T , µ and
B. We observe that cs exhibits a jump precisely at the
first and second order phase boundaries in figure 1. We
also find that it is enhanced by both µ and B almost in
the entire range of the parameter space. On the other
hand, its dependence on T is quite non-monotonic. As a
side remark, we find that the conformal value of c2s = 1/3
is crossed at various places somewhat unexpected from,
but not in contradiction with, the findings of [40, 41]. We
checked that at the large T — not visible in figure 2 —
c2s approaches the conformal value from below for all µ
and B considered in accordance with [40, 41].
INVERSE MAGNETIC CATALYSIS
As discussed in the Introduction, a pressing issue is
the dependence of the quark condensate on the magnetic
field at finite chemical potential. One way to analyze this
problem is to study the chiral transition temperature —
the phase boundary between the green or blue regions
with the pink region in figure 1 — as a function of B and
µ in more detail. In the figure 3 (top), we observe that for
sufficiently small µ the chiral transition temperature in
fact decreases with B, indicating inverse magnetic catal-
ysis. For larger values of µ magnetic catalysis takes over.
In 3 (bottom) we compare the regions of the phase space
near small B where these effects take place. We conclude
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Figure 3. Top: The chiral transition temperature Tχ as a
function of chemical potential for different values of the mag-
netic field. Note that at large chemical potential, there is
magnetic catalysis, while at small chemical potential, there is
inverse magnetic catalysis. Bottom: Region where (inverse)
magnetic catalysis occurs for small B, which is here defined
by the sign of 〈q¯q〉B/Λ2=0.1 − 〈q¯q〉B/Λ2=0.
that, increasing µ makes it harder for inverse magnetic
catalysis to occur in general. Another observation from
figure 3 (top) is that the interval in µ, where Tχ decreases
with B, grows with increasing B. Therefore the region
where inverse catalysis is found, which is somewhat lim-
ited in the case of small B of figure 3 (bottom), expands
significantly as B increases.
We can also directly evaluate the quark condensate in
our holographic model. As explained in [29], this can be
read off from the near boundary asymptotics of the bulk
complex scalar field τ that is dual to the quark conden-
sate operator. Normalizing the condensate as
Σ(T, µ,B) =
〈q¯q〉(T, µ,B)
〈q¯q〉(0, 0, 0) ,
we plot in figure 4 its dependence on T for various choices
of µ and B. We observe that it always decreases with T ,
making discontinuities at phase transitions in figure 1.
The reason for the absence of T dependence of Σ in the
confined phase (green phase in figure 1) is because this
dependence is suppressed with 1/N2c in our model in the
large N limit [29, 42]. One can also check that this figure
is consistent with our observation of the inverse magnetic
catalysis close to the chiral transition temperature. For
example for µ = 0.05Λ and T = 0.12Λ the condensate
attains a finite value at B/Λ2 = 5 while it vanishes at
B/Λ2 = 10.
Finally, as observed in [29] and [20] and discussed in de-
tail in the latter paper, magnetization can be utilized to
distinguish the magnetic and the inverse-magnetic catal-
ysis. In particular, whether the transition temperature
increases or decreases with B is correlated with whether
the magnetization jumps up or down across a first order
transition. Similarly for a second order phase transition,
e.g. the dashed curves in figure 1, one finds that
sign
(
dTχ
dB
)
= sign
(
dM(Tχ + )
dT
− dM(Tχ − )
dT
)
,
using the fact that the difference between the entropies
∆S(Tχ(B), B) = 0 for a second order transition. We
observe in figure 5 that, for example, for small µ, B,
one finds dTχ/dB < 0, an indication of inverse magnetic
catalysis. In general, although the kinks in M(T ) are
often too small to be visible in figure 5, the findings agree
with those in figure 3.
DISCUSSION
There are two main results in our paper. First is the
phase diagram of a large-N holographic QCD theory with
full-backreaction from the quark sector at finite temper-
ature, baryon chemical potential and magnetic field, cf.
figure 1. We considered massless quarks and fixed the fla-
vor to color ratio, equation (1) to be unity in this work.
Generalization to massive quarks and study of the phase
diagram at different values of x are two immediate future
directions. Also, we have disregarded the possibility of
inhomogeneous phases in this work. Whether they can
occur and compete with the phases we obtained here is
an interesting question. We have checked the thermody-
namic stability of all the phases shown in figure 1. It is
remarkable that the phase ii) (blue region in figure 1),
which is the deconfined plasma phase with broken chiral
symmetry seems to be a universal prediction of a variety
of holographic models [22, 35, 43–45]. We find that this
phase is also present at every finite B and moreover it
covers a larger part of the phase diagram for larger B.
Our second main result is that inverse magnetic cataly-
sis that is observed on the lattice simulations [16] at van-
ishing µ is also present at finite µ. However, it is impor-
tant to point out the differences in the definitions of this
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Figure 4. The normalized chiral condensate Σ as a function of temperature for different values of the magnetic field and the
chemical potential.
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phenomenon in the literature. In our work, we follow the
definition following the lattice findings [16], that is, we
define inverse magnetic catalysis as the weakening of the
quark condensate, and related to this, the decrease in the
chiral transition temperature Tχ with increasing B. We
observe both of these effects. The original work of Preis
et al. [46] and the most recent follow up [20], both using
the Sakai-Sugimoto model [30] define the phenomenon as
the decrease in the critical chemical potential with B for
small temperatures. Interestingly, this latter effect has
also been seen in approximations to QCD which are di-
rectly based on field theory (see, e.g., [47]). Notice also
that we observe inverse catalysis at relatively low values
of µ, where the sign problem is probably surmountable.
Therefore we expect that it will be possible to check our
results on the lattice.
We do not dwell into the technicalities of our calcula-
tions in this Letter. Our calculations are based on the
gravitational background described in [29] in detail. This
background is obtained by solving Einstein’s equations
numerically, and it is necessarily complicated since it in-
volves backreaction of the flavor branes. To facilitate our
6calculations and minimize the error and time we wrote a
program in C++, which was in part based on the earlier
Mathematica code [48]. This program solves the equa-
tions of motion numerically using the LSODA algorithm,
varying the boundary conditions in a grid to obtain data
for the entire phase space.
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